


                                                            CHAPTER 1 MEETING WITH SSSA 
 
 
“So... you coming?” Mary pulled Max into the building. The nine year old twins were 
investigating an old warehouse at the edge of the big city called Hempond. The partners in 
crime tripped over each other’s feet as they were walking in. As Max tumbled in, he knocked 
into a conical flask full of a strange fluid. The fluid spilled on a detector. Max and Mary watched 
as a lift came down to where the children were standing. The twins ran into it and pressed a 
button that said OFFICE. 
A whirring sound began as the twins felt themselves being propelled upwards.

                Chapter 2 Mr Tim 
 
Mary and Max heard a ping and the door slid open. The twins stepped forwards into a large 
blue room. There was a green desk in front of them, and a man in a blue and green tie came 
over. The man was frowning, but suddenly a woman in a blue and green dress opened a side 
door and came in. “Samuel! What....?” the lady turned to the twins. She frowned. “I think you 
should come with me. I have no clue how you got here.” The twins followed her down a long 
corridor. At last they came to a door that said Mr Tim. The lady knocked on the door and an 
emotionless voice told them to come in. The lady who had took them to the man’s office 
explained what had happened. Mr Tim considered the matter for a while.  
 
 
 
 

MR TIM



       Chapter 3 The Truth 
 
A little while later, Mrs App broke the silence. “I’d better be going.” Mr Tim nodded. Once Mrs 
App was clunking down the stairs, Mr Tim said, “ There is so much to tell you two. This is the 
SSSA. That stands for the Super Secret Superhero Agency. You are here for a good reason. 
Even though you think you are here by accident, I have secretly summoned you here. You 
have powers, and we need those powers. A villain called Mr Pig wants to rule the world. As 
you know, a man called Sir Tic currently rules the world. Pig wants to get hold of the 
document so he can forge it so it says he rules the world. Pig is carrying out his plan on Friday. 
As you know, today is Saturday.” 

       Chapter 4 Mission 1

“So you’re basically asking us to make a microwave burrito for you?” Max asked Mr 
Tim. The twins had been taken to the SSSA training room. Once the head of the 
agency had explained everything, he had started their training. Once again, the 
twins had been shocked by the security. An old, rusty metal disc that looked like it 
was the centre of a wheel was actually a fingerprint recognition plate. Mr Tim had 
shown them how to use their powers. So they could practice their electricity power, 
Mr Tim had asked them to turn on a microwave without touching it. He then put his 
lunch (two microwave burritos) into it. 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 5 Rulerdocs 

The big day came. Mary and Max were dressed up in their new costumes. Two days beforehand the 
twins were sent on their mission, they had been sent to a lady called Mrs  C Jinks. She made the 
twins  both costumes. Then the day came. The children were dropped off two streets away from the 
office that stored the documents to do with who ruled the world. The twins were going to fly up 
over the security and then land on the roof. If Mr Tim’s predictions were correct, there would be a 
fire exit trapdoor that would drop down into a corridor. The room that held the document  Pig 
wanted was the third to the left. 
 

Chapter 6 The     $10000 Safe
Max and Mary found the room in no time, but they only had a quarter of an hour until Mr 
Pig arrived to attempt to forge the ruler document. The door was not locked, but there was 
a safe. The twins guessed it contained the document that Pig wanted. So the SSSA could’ve 
at least given the twins a code! Mary guessed that the SSSA wanted the twins to learn how 
much they needed to concentrate if they wanted to be rewarded.



The code. It was the only thing that they needed before the mission was complete. Mary suddenly 
called Max over. “What? Have you found the code?” Mary replied, “Kind of. I found a clue. Look. It says, 
‘The date today. The date yesterday. The code is the pattern.’ So I guess, today’s 1.5.18. Yesterday was 
31.4.18. Hang on! 30+1=31. 3+1=4! Take the 0 away and add the numbers. You get last month!” “But 
what will the code be? Hang on! The code must be 014.” So Mary put the code into the safe. There was 
a ping and the door slid open. The twins were finally done! 

Chapter 7 Document of doom

The twins hammered on the warehouse door. “We know you’re in there! We’re agents #39 
and #40.” A voice came from inside. The twins immediately remembered who the speaker 
was. “Password. I’ll give you a clue… you decoded it exactly 1 hour, 25  minutes and 13 
seconds ago.” Mary and Max looked at each other.”The safe said we logged in at 12.30, 
and now it’s 1.45. Wait... the safe. So that means the code must have the code”, Max 
pointed out. Mary looked at her twin.”Max, you’re a genius! What was the code to the 
safe?” Max asked,”Wasn’t it 104?” The lady replied with a stern tone and let the partners 
past.

Chapter 8 Back home



The children were led past all the doors they had seen when they had first arrived at the 
SSSA base in Rend Establishments Base Hempond. This time, however, the lady took 
them down a different corridor. They got to a door and the woman put in a code- #014.  
Mary suddenly felt a surge of anger.”You knew the code all along!” The lady said,”It’s my 
code. To be honest, I never knew.” There was a touch of worry in her voice. “Are you 
okay?”Max asked. 14 shook her head and led them through the door. “Your room. 
There’s another girl in there. She’s 12- one year older than you two. Choose a high bed.”
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14 is in danger. With 
their new friends, the 
twins need to save the 
day.


